three pills are missing

1. This blister is in a non-transparent cardboard box.
2. This image was produced by using microwaves.
AI DRIVEN!!!
What else can be done with creativity, entrepreneurial mindset and microwave imaging?
YOU HAVE TWO OPTIONS!

Experience Microwave Imaging firsthand by detecting radar sensors

work with ready to use datasets

Unleash your creativity and develop your own use case for the future of microwave imaging!

produce astonishing images of everything you want!
(we have some interesting materials with us as well)
Work with our QAR50!

Have a look behind the scenes – of fascinating materials and of Rohde & Schwarz as well!

Get to know our Hardware, software & AI specialists!

Work on a real business challenge!

Win great gifts to make ideas real!

Work with our QAR50!
ROHDE & SCHWARZ
Mako ideas real
- detailed challenge presentation
- experiment with QAR50!